
SENATE No. 252.

RULING
Of the President on the Point of Order raised by Mr.

Crocker of Suffolk on the Bill to permit Joe V. Meigs
and his Associates to build Elevated Railways, with the
Consent of the Cities or Towns in which they may be
located. (House No. 258.)

Senate, April 18, 1882.

The President delivered the following opinion

The chair has considered the
Crocker of Suffolk to the bill,
consideration by the statement
senators. The point divides

point of order made by Mr.
and has been assisted in the
of their views by the several
itself into two questions:

Whether the substitution of the bill for the report of the
committee is obnoxious to the rules or any of them ; and if
so, whether, since the substitution took place in the House of
Representatives, the point can be raised in this branch. It
will be convenient to consider
lows:

both points together, as fol-

Independently of rules to the
as restrained by them, each bran
bound to receive from the other
in the nature of bills, resolves.

contrary, and except so far
ih of the General Court is
and to act upon all matters
resolutions, orders, and the

like which the other branch has passed, and may choose

Commonraealtl] of iUassadjusctte.
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to send to it for action. This is a general principle, and
arises from the very nature of two legislative branches
of one legislature, the action of each of which is necessary
to give effect to the action of the other. Arising from this
relation is the privilege and power in each body to ini-
tiate legislation, and propose it to the other; and
the corresponding duty on the part of the other to
consider it. The principle goes so far that even if one
branch has come to a conclusion upon a subject, and
expressed its conclusion by vote, it is the duty of that
branch to consider it again if properly proposed to it by
the other branch, because otherwise the latter would be cut
off from the power of effective legislation upon the subject.
See the opinions of Mr. Speaker Long, Journal of House of
Representatives, 1877, p. 424; of Mr. President Cogswell,
Journal of the Senate, 1877, p. 301; and of President Bishop,
Journal of the Senate, 1880, p. 243.

But this general principle is not always applicable, as (1) in
the case where by the general principles of parliamentary law
the body sending the bill had itself no right to originate and
pass it. This case exists when both branches have previously
definitively acted upon the subject; then as neither has the
right under the general principles of parliamentary law to
take up the subject again at the same session, if one,
tion of this principle, does take it up and pass it, the other is
not bound to consider it, and should refuse to do so. (2) In
a case involving a constitutional prohibition. Notwithstand-
ing that under the general principle one branch is bound to
receive from the other and act upon whatever bill the latter
may send, yet if one branch should initiate and send to the
other a bill which it is prohibited by the constitution from
initiating, as for instance a money bill in the Senate, —the
other would not only not be bound to consider it under the
general principle above stated, but, on the contrary, would
be bound not to consider it, and lay it aside.

(3) So if the two bodies have bound themselves to each
other by rules for the transaction of their business, and by
such rules have limited the powers which they would other-
wise have, such rules, so far as they abridge the general prin-
ciple, will prevent its application. For an illustration of
this, the two branches of the General Court at the extra ses-
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sion of last year, uqion the revision of the statutes of the
Commonwealth, adopted a rule that the report of the special
committee on the subject, covering in all 224 chapters of the
revision, should be made to both branches, but that chapters
1 to 119 inclusive should be “originally considered” by the
House of Representatives, and chapters 120 to 224 inclusive
“originally considered” by the Senate. Suppose that, in
violation of this rule, either branch had taken up for orig-
inal consideration a chapter included in the number assigned
for original consideration to the other branch, it would be
the right and duty of that branch, upon receipt of the chap-
ter from the branch first considering it, to lay it aside as im-
properly thus considered.

In fine, the general principle regulating the intercourse of
the two branches of one parliamentary body, which renders
it the duty of each body to take for consideration from the
other such measures as the other sends a principle essential
to the proper working of the two bodies, and of the very
nature of their corresponding existence, of the highest con-
sequence to be maintained, and always to be construed in the
strongest spirit of courtesy toward the other branch, so that
in a case of doubt the benefit of the doubt should be given
toward the reception of the measure —is inapplicable in
instances where another principle of parliamentary law, or a
constitutional provision, or a rule to the contrary into which
the two branches have entered, should govern the action of
the branches.

Rule 22 of the Senate and Joint Rule No. 10 are identical
in language. In the view which I take of the effect of the
joint rule, it is unnecessary to consider whether or not the
Senate rule applies to this ca
follows:

Joint Rule No. 10 is as

“No bill or resolve affecting
individuals or corporations, oth
erally the interests of the people

directly the legal rights of
■wise than as it affects gen-
ff the whole Commonwealth,

or of the cities or towns to which it specifically applies, shall
be proposed or introduced, by amendment or otherwise, ex-
cept by report of a committee, upon petition duly presented
or referred, or as a substitute for such report. Objection to
the violation of this rule may be taken at any stage prior to
that of the third reading.”
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A joint rule is an agreeme
upon a certain course of actic

it between the two branches
i. Each branch stipulates and

covenants with the other for its performance; each agrees
with the other for the control, enlargement, abridgment, ornlargement, abridgment, or
limitation, as the case may be, of the powers and rights
which it would have independently of such rule. The
rule in question was designee
affecting private rights, unle;
manner that the persons affe
the matter proposed, giving

I to prevent the passage of a bill
;s supported by petition in such
uted might have knowledge of
them opportunity to be heard,
aking away rights of property

iving

Before its adoption a bill t
might be passed upon a mere
of the Legislature, or a bill

order introduced by a member
or provision affecting one per-

son’s rights of property might be tacked to a bill affecting
another’s in the absence of the rule requiring amendments
to be germane, which did
It is in substance an agre

not then exist in the Senate,
ment between the two Housesit

that bills affecting the right of private property and other
:d upon petition, and the coven-private rights shall be four

ant on the part of each Ho with the other, that it shall be
relieved from the obligation which it would otherwise be
under by the general parliamentary law to receive from the
other branch for action bills not so founded. It does not
enable the branch to which the hill is sent to criticise or sit

f the other branch in this res-
ir itself, and each agrees with

in judgment upon the action
pect; each applies the rule 1
the other that it will apply it If one branch fails to apply
it, this does not give the other a right to reject the bill on
that ground. But, on the other hand, one branch is not re-
lieved from its agreement and duty to apply it because the
other has not done so, if that be the case. In other words,
each branch is to presume that the other has observed the
rule, or has, on its part, dispensed with its observance by
suspension of the rule, as it can do. If the language of the
rule be considered, it is difficult to see how it could he more
stringently framed to accomplish its purpose.

The petition in the present case, signed by Mr. Meigs, asks
'or a charter for an elevated railway company for himself

and his associates, with the right to build and maintain an
elevated railroad between and in the cities of Cambridge and
Boston, and such other cities and towns in the neighborhood
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thereof as the public good may seem to require.” It appears
by the papers in the case that the Committee on Street Rail-
ways, to whom the petition was referred, reported in the
House of Representatives that the petitioners have leave to

bill now before the Senate
and afterwards passed that

withdraw. For this report the
was substituted in the House,
branch, and is now sent here,
and his associates as a corp
the “ Massachusetts Elevated

It incorporates Mr. Meigs
ration under the name of
Railway Company,” “ for

the purpose of building, operating, and maintaining ele-
vated railways; ” and by these terms the corporation is
not restricted to a railway between the cities of Cambridge
and Boston and the neighborhood, but may build and main-
tain an elevated railway in any town or city in the Common-
wealth, upon obtaining authority from the officers of such
town or city. It is not a general law enabling any citizen to
do this; if it were, Rule 10 would not apply to it at all; but
it is a special charter to Mr. Meigs and his associates alone.
By the petition, property owners in Boston and Cambridge
and the neighborhood (according to a fair construction of
that term) had notice that their property would be affected
by any charter which might be granted, and, therefore,
notice and opportunity to appear; but property owners
in North Adams, Pittsfield, and Springfield had no
occasion to interest themselves in the question. The
bill, however, affects them and property owners in every
other part of the Commonwealth equally with the citizens
of Cambridge and Boston. It is not, therefore, supported
by or founded upon the petition, and cannot be introduced
as founded upon it, except by a suspension of the 10th
Joint Rule. It is true that local authority is necessary

to the exercise of this power, but this fact does not pre-
vent the grant of power from exceeding the petition. In 1871
a bill for a railroad from Bolton to Boylston was ruled out in
the House of Representatives by Mr. Speaker Jewell upon a
petition for a railroad from Boston to Worcester: It would
not be difficult to cite many instances of a like nature, and it
would seem to be obvious that a Bill for an elevated railroad
between any two towns in the State, not in the neighborhood
of Boston and Cambridge, could not, without a suspension of
the rule, be substituted for a report upon this petition. It is
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equally clear that a bill authorizing one between all the
towns in the Commonwealth cannot be.

For instances in which a bill has been ruled out in one
branch, after it has passed the other, on the ground that it is
in violation of a joint rule, or of a principle of parliament-
ary law, I call attention to the ruling of Mr. Speaker San-
ford on the bill to regulate fishing on the Mattapoisett River
(House Journal, 1874, p. 392), and the ruling of Mr. Presi-
dent Cogswell, in 1878, upon the bill to tax the building
known as Tremont Temple, in Boston (Senate Journal, 1878,
p. 178).

The bill in question, therefore, being obnoxious to the
10th Joint Rule, and this branch being, in my opinion, bound
by its agreement with the other branch involved in the adop-
tion of the rule to apply it to its own action, the bill will be
laid aside, unless the Senate sees fit to suspend the rule, upon
its part, upon a motion to that effect. If the rule should be
suspended by the Senate, the bill will be proceeded with in
its regular course.






